Protectors of the Vale - Without Photos: Without Photos (The Heroes of
DaeRun (Without Photos)) (Volume 1)

The days are dark and terrifying for the
defending forces of the Alliance, a
steadfast coalition of elves, dwarves,
gnomes and humans. Yet dual lights of
hope spring from the lush forests of
Celestia Rosabela, an elven shapeshifter
and healer, and her twin brother Wavren, a
hunter and beastmaster, leave their home to
join the Protectors of the Vale, an elite
band of heroes who are the worlds best
defense against the dark forces.
Treacherous infiltrators hinder preparations
for the approaching conflict as the enemy
draws ever nearer. Rosabela and Wavren
will need every ounce of their cunning,
courage and skill to fight for the freedom
of all as blades clash, arrows fly and magic
shatters the air.
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